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 In this study, the objective of the study are to describe: 1). the implementation of 
teaching English to children by using song and games 2).  students responses on the 
implementation of song and games, 3). strengths and weakness the technique. 
 The writer did interview with the English teacher and the students of V class, 
observed the process of teaching English to children at the fifth year of SDN 
Karangjompo, and analized the documentation. 
 The result of the study shows that 1). Songs and games has six steps in the 
implementation of song and game in SDN Karangjompo, 2). The students respond song 
and game well, 3).  There are some strengths and weaknesses of using song and games. 
The strengths are students become more active and comfortable. The weaknesses are that 
teacher has difficulties in managing the class. The other weaknesses are that song and 
games cannot cope the different capability of the students. “song and games” also need 
much time more facilities to prepare.  
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